Aggregation of Cu,Zn superoxide dismutase (SOD1) is implicated in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. Glutathionylation and phosphorylation of SOD1 is omnipresent in the human body, even in healthy individuals, and has been shown to increase SOD1 dimer dissociation, which is the first step on the pathway toward SOD1 aggregation. We found that post-translational modification of SOD1, especially glutathionylation, promotes dimer dissociation. We discovered an intermediate state in the pathway to dissociation, a conformational change that involves a "loosening" of the β-barrels and a loss or shift of dimer interface interactions. In modified SOD1, this intermediate state is stabilized as compared to unmodified SOD1. The presence of posttranslational modifications could explain the environmental factors involved in the speed of disease progression. Because post-translational modifications such as glutathionylation are often induced by oxidative stress, posttranslational modification of SOD1 could be a factor in the occurrence of sporadic cases of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, which represent 90% of all cases of the disease.
Introduction
The homodimeric metal-binding enzyme Cu,Zn superoxide dismutase (SOD1) is implicated in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). Of all ALS cases, 10% are familial (fALS), and 20% of the fALS cases are attributed to mutations in SOD1. 1 Since the initial identification in 1993 of 11 different SOD1 mutants in patients with ALS, 2 researchers have linked over 100 point mutations throughout the length of this protein to fALS †.
Structurally, SOD1 is a cytosolic enzyme composed of two monomers of 153 residues each. Each monomer folds into a β-barrel formed of eight anti- 10, 11 Although the exact mechanism of the progressive motor neuron death characteristic of ALS is still unknown, there is evidence that aggregates of SOD1 are the cytotoxic species. 12, 13 The first step toward aggregation of SOD1 protein is hypothesized to be dissociation of the SOD1 dimer into monomers, followed by metal loss and unfolding. 5, 6, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] Mutations in SOD1 decrease the stability of the dimeric species, causing dimer dissociation and unfolding. 22, 23 Interestingly, the mutations having the largest effect on folding and thermodynamic stability are located on the surface of the protein, and not in the hydrophobic core. 24 Moreover, because intra-protein interactions are highly networked in SOD1, mutations of residues spread throughout the enzyme, and not only those near the dimer interface, might affect dissociation. 25 Other factors that destabilize the dimer interface include the loss of metals and dissolution of the disulfide bond, 26 which are both promoted in SOD1 mutants. The resulting apo-monomer is the reactive species in protein aggregation of both wild type and mutant SOD1, 22, 27, 28 due to drastically reduced stability and partial unfolding. 26 However, the molecular details of progression along this aggregation pathway are still unclear.
Recently, Wilcox et al. reported post-translational modifications present in SOD1 purified from human erythrocytes. 29 The authors reported phosphorylation at Thr2 and glutathionylation at Cys111, both sites near the dimer interface. Wilcox et al. hypothesized that these post-translational modifications promote monomer formation, which leads to aggregation. They found a threefold increase in monomer formation for post-translationally modified species as compared to unmodified species when measured by size-exclusion chromatography. In an activity assay, modified species exhibited a twofold increase in K d . This increase does not seem large, but such a change results in a 70% increase in the monomer population, which significantly increases the frequency of aggregation nucleation events. 29 Post-translational modifications present a possible link between familial and sporadic ALS, because they are present ubiquitously in varying amounts in the human population. [29] [30] [31] However, the molecular mechanism of dimer destabilization by post-translational modifications, glutathionylation in particular, is not yet understood.
The large size of glutathione and the location of both modifications at the dimer interface suggest a steric explanation of the dimer destabilization observed by Wilcox et al. We used all-atom discrete molecular dynamics simulations of modified and unmodified forms of the wild type and mutant monomer and dimer species to gain structural insight into the causes of increased dimer dissociation. 32 We used the replica exchange method to increase the sampling efficiency of our simulations for thermodynamic calculations. 33 We found that the processes of dimer dissociation and monomer unfolding are highly coupled, and that modification reduces but does not eliminate the coupled nature of the reaction. We discovered an unfolding intermediate structure common to wild type and mutant unmodified SOD1 dimer that precedes dimer dissociation in the unfolding pathway. Post-translational modification shifts the intermediate state to a lower energy, and decreases the potential energy gap (ΔE) between the nativelike and dissociated states. In order to identify structural differences between modified and unmodified forms of SOD1 species, we used constant temperature simulations to avoid low-and hightemperature structural aberrations. We found differences in dimer interface contacts as a result of post-translational modification, which could explain the increased dimer dissociation of the posttranslationally modified species.
Results

Thermodynamics of the dimer dissociation and monomer unfolding transition
On the basis of replica exchange simulations, we analyzed folding thermodynamics using the weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM), which incorporates multiple simulation trajectories with overlapping energetic sampling. 34 The density of states was calculated self-consistently by combining histograms from these multiple trajectories, and thereby thermodynamic parameters such as specific heat can be computed. Because we did not observe multiple unfolding and refolding transitions in our simulations due to insufficient sampling, we did not expect to obtain a fully quantitative free energy landscape for the various species of SOD1. However, we expected to gain insight into the stability of both the monomer and dimer species by using the unfolding transition temperature, which corresponds to the major peak in specific heat ( Fig. 1 ; Supplementary Data Fig. 1 ). 26 Specific heat is a measure of the amount of energy necessary to increase the temperature (kinetic energy) of the protein. Hence, the peak in specific heat corresponds to a transition between energetic states, where energy is devoted to raising the potential as opposed to the kinetic energy of the complex. Monomer species exhibit one significant thermodynamic transition, corresponding to monomer unfolding ( Fig. 1;  Supplementary Data Fig. 1 ). Dimer species also exhibit one major transition, with the transition temperature shifted significantly to higher temperature as compared to the corresponding monomer species. Because the SOD1 dimer species feature one major peak rather than two peaks, corresponding to dimer dissociation and monomer unfolding, we conclude that dimer dissociation and monomer unfolding are highly coupled processes. The strong interactions in the dimer interface stabilize the individual monomers by shifting the unfolding transition to a higher temperature, keeping the dimer associated and folded at temperatures higher than the monomer unfolding temperature.
We observe that, in wild type and all mutant variants except A4V and I112T, modification causes a decrease in the coupled nature of the dissociation/ unfolding transition. All unmodified species exhibit a single peak in specific heat, representing a single transition, but modified species feature a shoulder, representing a partial decoupling of the two processes ( Fig. 1; Supplementary Data Fig. 1 ).
We find that modifications destabilize the dimer by shifting the transition temperature to a lower temperature. However, the effect of specific modification types on the dimer transition temperature varies between mutants (Supplementary Table 1 ).
The exceptions to the destabilization trend are A4V, where the glutathionylated-phosphorylated dimer is stabilized in comparison with the unmodified dimer, and G93A, where all modified species are stabilized with respect to the unmodified form ( Fig. 1; Supplementary Data Fig. 1) .
We observe in dimer species that the maximum value of the major specific heat peak (corresponding to the energy input needed to raise the temperature of the complex by 1°C during the dimer dissociation/ unfolding transition) is highest in the unmodified species, as opposed to in the various modified species ( Fig. 1; Supplementary Data Fig. 1) , with the exceptions of G93A and I112T. The absolute value of the specific heat indicates the cooperativity of the phase transition. Therefore, this observation suggests that the dissociation/unfolding transitions are more cooperative in the unmodified species, and that modified species exhibit a more gradual melting transition from associated to dissociated states.
In monomer species, the unmodified form often exhibits the lowest specific heat peak for monomer unfolding ( Fig. 1; Supplementary Data Fig. 1 ), which implies interactions between the modification molecules and the monomer, although these interactions do not affect the stability of the monomer. We expected this effect to some extent because the modified system is slightly larger. In agreement with recent experimental studies (R. L. Redler et al., unpublished results), we found that modification did not have a large effect on monomer stability, although we observed a slight destabilization of the A4V monomer ( Fig. 1; Supplementary Data Fig. 1 and Table S1 ).
Energetic states near the dissociation/unfolding transition
In order to study the more subtle transitions between native-like states that might explain an increased dissociation in modified species, it is necessary to examine the potential energy distributions of structures in the mid-range temperature region of the replica exchange simulations, 275-325 K, just reaching the lower bound of the dissociation/ unfolding transition ( Fig. 2 ; Supplementary Data Figs 2-6).These structures should include populations of native-like, dissociated and any intermediate states. All energies discussed are potential energies of the system. In each system, we observed the existence of at least three low-energy states with Gaussian-like peaks or shoulders in the energy distribution. Because of the large size and close spacing of the surrounding populations, the distributions of some states as plotted on the energy coordinate (e.g. the second state in Fig. 2c ) appear as shoulders. However, deconvolution of the peaks based on potential energies and subsequent clustering of structures within the energy window of each peak allows for the clear separation of these structural states. These low-energy states correspond to the native state and the early excitation states in the dissociation/unfolding process. Because the goal of this study was to uncover the effect of post-translational modifications on the dissociation process, we focus on these first three states by fitting each distribution to a trimodal Gaussian function and identifying the three lowest energy states present for each species. The first state is a low-energy state with a native-like structure; the second state has undergone a conformational change that can be characterized as a loosening of the β-barrels and/or a slight movement outwards of the two centers of mass ( Figs Table S2 ); and the third state is the dissociated state, with partial unfolding due to the coupled nature of the dissociation and unfolding processes.
The amount of differentiation between the states in partial unfolding or separation of the monomers varies with mutant and modification type. Although in some glutathionylated species, namely A4V-GSH, G37R-GSH, G93A-GSH-P i , H46R-GSH-P i and I112T-GSH, the representative structure of the intermediate energetic state is dissociated (Supplementary Data Figs 2-6), we observe from the distributions of monomer separation and monomer unfolding that, statistically, the intermediate state as a whole is still distinct from the dissociated state (Supplementary Data Figs 7-11). In G93A, the unmodified species exhibit an intermediate state that maintains very few dimer interface contacts and, therefore, has a larger tendency to be dissociated than the intermediate states of other mutant variants. However, modification restores the intermediate state to a form with similar characteristics to the other mutants. We observed also that in the phosphorylated species of G37R, G37R-GSH-P i and G37R-P i , phosphorylation causes the third state to have a larger population of associated structures than is seen in other species. However, as discussed above, the second and third states are still distinct when characterized by their distributions of monomer separation and unfolding among all structures (Supplementary Data Fig. 8 ).
In general, we found that modification increased dissociation by decreasing the potential energy gap between the native-like and the dissociated states, as opposed to only destabilizing the native-like state. In most mutant variants, the native-like state, which occurs at approximately -550 kcal mol -1 but varying across mutant variants, does not undergo a significant energetic change upon modification ( Fig. 2 ; Supplementary Data Figs 2-6 and Table S3 ). However, the intermediate state population is shifted to a lower energy in modified species, with exceptions in some phosphorylated species: wild type-GSH-P i , G37R-P i , H46R-GSH-P i , and I112T-P i . Stabilization of this dissociation/unfolding intermediate increases the probability of the protein to misfold and dissociate. In many of the modified species, the third (dissociated) state is also stabilized as compared to the third state in the unmodified species, with exceptions in wild type phosphorylated species, all A4V modified species, G93A-GSH-P i and I112T-GSH. In general, we find that the overall ΔE between the native-like and the dissociated populations is decreased in modified cases as compared to unmodified, with the exceptions of wild type-GSH-P i , all modified species of A4V, G93A-GSH-P i and I112T-GSH ( Table S3 ).
Structural changes induced by post-translational modifications
Modification affects the interactions between the two monomers and causes structural rearrangement. The two monomers of SOD1 can be represented as cylinders that, instead of being oriented in a parallel fashion, are positioned at a torsional angle to one another (Fig. 4a) . In constant temperature simulations, we note that this torsional angle is affected by modification, which occurs near the dimer interface, but the effect is different for different mutants ( Fig. 4; Supplementary Data Fig.  12 ). These differences are potentially due to variation between the mutants in their dimer interface configuration and how they are affected by the addition of the modification molecule (Supplementary Data Figs 13-18 ).
We observe a major difference in dimer interface interactions between wild type and the various mutant SOD1s in constant temperature simulations. Where wild type exhibits monomer-monomer interactions between residues located throughout the length of the protein sequence, mutant SOD1 monomer-monomer interactions almost exclusively involve a terminus from at least one of the monomers, with the exception of the structurally wild type-like G93A. This property is manifested in the interface contact maps of each species (Supplementary Data Figs 13-18): wild type has significant interactions present in the center of the map, whereas the center of the map for the various mutant SOD1s is blank. It might be for this reason that modifications introduce an asymmetry in Fig. 3 (legend on next page) monomer-monomer interactions in only the wild type enzyme. For instance, in wild type-GSH we observe that interactions near 60A-115B (A and B represent the two monomers) have disappeared when compared to the unmodified, but 115A-60B interactions remain (Supplementary Data Fig. 13B) . Also, in some residues one monomer might see only a shift in interface contacts, losing interaction frequency in one residue but gaining it in an adjacent residue, while the other monomer loses contacts with no compensating gain. This compromise could introduce strain into the structure that leads to the increased dissociation seen experimentally (R. L., Redler et al. unpublished results). 29 In contrast to the wild type, mutant SOD1 is affected symmetrically in the two monomers by modification. In A4V, we find a loss of interactions in the dimer interface of the glutathionylated species, and in the phosphorylated species we observe increased interface contacts near the C termini and decreased or shifting interactions elsewhere (Supplementary Data Fig. 14) . In the G37R mutant, we find a shifting of contacts in the C termini, implying a structural movement in that area ( Supplementary  Data Fig. 15 ). In G93A, we observe an overall increase in interface contacts upon modification, implying that the introduction of the modification molecules induces the formation of non-native interactions in the interface (Supplementary Data Fig. 16 ). upon modification, H46R loses contacts in all areas of the interface, although in the phosphorylated species the interactions in the N and C termini are shifted rather than lost (Supplementary Data Fig. 17 ), which can be seen in added contacts directly adjacent to the lost contacts. In I112T, most losses of contacts are accompanied by a gain in the residues directly adjacent (Supplementary Data Fig. 18 ), which would imply a shift in the location of the dimer interface and, therefore, a shift in its make-up.
Cumulatively, these results imply a shift in the composition and position of the dimer interface upon modification. A change in the identity, even if not the number, of dimer interface contacts could result in the loss of monomer-monomer binding affinity and increased dimer dissociation. In a parallel experimental study, Redler et al. found a shift towards the monomer population in wild type and mutant A4V SOD1, and an increase in the rate of monomer formation in mutant I112T SOD1 (R. L. Redler et al. unpublished results), which would suggest that the contact loss seen in wild type-GSH and A4V-GSH (Supplementary Data Figs 13 and 14) results in a loss of monomer-monomer binding affinity, whereas the overall shift in contacts seen in I112T-GSH (Supplementary Data Fig. 14) results in an increased k off for the dissociation reaction (R.
Predictably, we observe in constant temperature simulations that the modification molecules interact most frequently with the residues surrounding the modification site on their associated monomer (Supplementary Data Figs 19 and 20) . In fact, the modification molecules interact almost exclusively with their associated monomer. Interactions with the opposing monomer or with the opposing modification molecule are comparatively infrequent and do not occur in all mutant variants. The locations of the interacting residues in small loop segments connecting the β-strands (Fig. 5) could pull apart the β-barrels, which would result in the loss of crucial contacts and therefore dissociation.
Discussion
Our systematic replica exchange DMD simulations indicate a strong coupling of the dimer dissociation and monomer unfolding processes, which has important implications for overall protein stability and aggregation. Dimerization significantly stabilizes the folded monomer, which implies that contacts in the dimer interface contribute to the integrity of the monomer β-barrels. As these contacts are broken, the intra-monomer interactions maintaining the β-barrel formation of each monomer are also broken, causing simultaneous dissociation and partial unfolding. The unfolding process is then more favorable to complete upon full dissociation.
Similarly, the wild type and mutant unmodified species in general dissociate and unfold more sharply than the modified forms with an increase in temperature ( Fig. 1; Supplementary Data Fig. 1 ). This finding implies that the shifting or gain of nonnative contacts (Supplementary Data Figs 13-18 ) that occurs in modified species causes a loss of cooperativity in the interface and intra-monomer interactions. This loss of cooperativity allows some contacts to be lost much more frequently than others, whether due to a structural change or the steric interference of the modification molecules. A loss in interaction cooperativity might be manifest in the stabilization of the intermediate state and this could be the reason for the decreased potential energy gap between the native and dissociated states (Fig. 2, Supplementary Data Figs 2-6 and Table S3 ). Interactions between the modifications and their associated monomer might also be responsible for this more drawn out dissociation interaction and loss of cooperativity; both modifications are located near the dimer interface (Fig. 5) , and their interactions with the monomers could disrupt or weaken native interface interactions. This effect could possibly be remedied by the introduction of additional interactions in the form of a drug that would bind, bridging the dimer interface and holding it together, as was found by Ray et al. 35 In addition, it might be possible to design a drug that would interfere with the modification of SOD1 in the first place, whether by occupation or blocking of the modification site or inhibition of the modification binding itself.
The results discussed above indicate that the posttranslational modifications glutathionylation and phosphorylation affect the energetic and structural properties of wild type and mutant SOD1. The effect observed varies with both mutant and modification. This observation suggests that different types of modification have varied effects on the stability of the dimer of the various genetic mutations, and for different reasons. For example, the A4V dimer appears to be largely stabilized by modification, while the wild type dimer is destabilized by glutathionylation but appears to be "rescued" from this effect by phosphorylation. Glutathionylation in particular, with the exceptions of A4V and I112T, has a dramatic effect on decreasing the potential energy gap between the native-like state and the dissociated state. We infer from this that the presence of glutathione, a marker of oxidative stress in the cell, 36 would be detrimental in most types of familial ALS. This finding corroborates with reports that exercise 37 and electrical stimulation 38 of ALS model animals results in a more rapid and severe disease progression, because both of these would produce increased oxidative stress in cells and hence increased levels of glutathionylated protein. 39 An environmental factor such as oxidative stress could help to explain the differences in disease progression between the various ALS-causative mutants.
Our simulation results indicate that post-translational modifications in wild type and mutant A4V SOD1 result in a net loss in the total number of interface contacts and, thus, a reduced binding energy. This result is consistent with the experimental observation of reduced dimer dissociation constant in modified wild type and A4V mutant (R. L. Redler et al., unpublished results). Our simulations of the I112T mutant suggest that the modification induces a shift in the dimer interface, but no significant change in the total number of contacts, in contrast to the wild type and the A4V mutant. This result suggests that modified I112T has a dimer dissociation constant similar to that of the unmodified species. Indeed, Redler et al. showed that the equilibrium constant of I112T dimer dissociation is not affected by glutathionylation.
Here, we studied homo-modified species of wild type and mutant SOD1. However, it is possible that in vivo SOD1 might exhibit significant hetero-modified populations in addition to homo-modified species. Because of the means of experimental characterization of post-translational modifications from erythrocytes (mass spectrometry; R. L. Redler et al., unpublished results), 29 dimers are necessarily dissociated before measurement, and so it is impossible to determine whether dimers are hetero-or homo-modified in vivo using this method. The molecular mechanism of glutathionylation, as well as the kinase responsible for phosphorylation of SOD1, are still unknown, so it is unclear whether modification of the individual monomers is a cooperative or an independent process. However, even the presence of only one modified molecule near the dimer interface disrupts or changes monomermonomer contacts and induces many of the same effects that we observe in homo-modified species.
On a further note, because glutathionylation decreases the potential energy gap between the native-like and dissociated states in wild type SOD1, and glutathionylation of SOD1 is present even in healthy individuals, 29 it is possible that glutathionylation caused by oxidative stress to motor neurons could be a factor in sporadic ALS. The late onset of ALS suggests that an environmental trigger could exist for both familial and sporadic cases. This possibility fits with the increased occurrence of sporadic ALS in athletes 40 and soldiers 41 as compared to the general population; both of these groups experience more extreme and frequent oxidative stress than does the average individual. Such environmental factors could possibly be counteracted with a drug or lifestyle decisions. Further investigation into the mechanism of post-translational modification in SOD1 could illuminate preventative measures against the observed increased dissociation and unfolding, and hence inhibit aggregation and disease.
Materials and Methods
All-atom discrete molecular dynamics (DMD)
A complete description of the DMD algorithm can be found elsewhere. 42, 43 Briefly, DMD utilizes discrete step function potentials to govern inter-atomic interactions, as opposed to the continuous potentials used in traditional molecular dynamics (MD). The velocity of each atom is constant until a collision occurs at the step of the potential function, at which point the velocity of the atom changes instantaneously according to the laws of conservation of energy, momentum and angular momentum. A collision table records all possible collisions between neighboring atoms, and the next collision is obtained by sorting these possible collisions. At each collision, only the colliding atoms have their positions and velocities updated, and the corresponding possible collisions of these two atoms are updated in the collision table. As a result, this innovation allows for a significant decrease in the number of calculations needed per simulation time step. Having fewer and faster calculations allows DMD to achieve a significant increase in sampling over MD.
In the all-atom protein model for DMD, 32 all heavy atoms and polar hydrogen atoms are explicitly represented. We represent bonded interactions by placing infinite square-well constraints on bond lengths, bond angles and dihedral angles. Non-bonded interactions are adapted from the Medusa force field. 44 The van der Waals interactions are modeled using the standard LennardJones potential, while solvation interactions are modeled by the Lazaridis-Karplus solvation model. 45 Both potentials are discretized by multi-step square-well functions, characterized by the hard-core atom radius and a series of potential steps. We model hydrogen bonding interactions by the reaction algorithm. 46 
Systems studied
We used constant volume DMD simulations with periodic boundary conditions for both monomer and dimer SOD1 and we studied the disease-relevant mutants A4V, G37R, G93A, H46R and I112T, as well as wild type SOD1. For each system of monomer or dimer and mutant or wild type, we studied modifications consisting of glutathionylated (GSH), glutathionylated-phosphorylated (GSH-P i ), and phosphorylated (P i ), as well as unmodified structures, resulting in a total of 48 systems (6 (five mutants and wild type) × 2 (monomer or dimer) × 4 (modification types)). For simplicity, we refer to each mutation-modification combination (e.g. A4V-GSH-P i , G93A-unmodified, wild type-P i ) as a species. For instance, dimer species refers to all mutation-modification combinations in their dimerized form. For each species, we performed both replica exchange and constant temperature DMD simulations.
Modeling of modified SOD
We obtained structures of post-translationally modified mutant and wild type SOD1 using the known X-ray crystallographic structure of wild type SOD1 (PDBID 1SPD) as a reference structure. We constrained glutathione and/or phosphate molecules to their respective SOD1 residues (Thr2 for phosphate and Cys111 for glutathione). We obtained parameters for bond length, angle and dihedral constraints for glutathione, metals, and disulfide bonds from the CHARMM19 force field. 45 All dimers were homo-modified. We then mutated the wild type structure to generate each disease-relevant mutant (A4V, G37R, G93A, H46R and I112T) using the Eris suite. 47, 48 We made no structural adjustment to residues participating in metal-binding, glutathionylation, phosphorylation or disulfide bond interactions unless they are necessary to the system of interest, as in the case of H46R, which coordinates the catalytic copper ion.
In order to minimize steric clashing between modifications and the SOD1 protein and to relax the SOD1 backbone, we used an iterative relaxation and equilibration of each system utilizing all-atom DMD (as described above). We performed three simulation iterations, each with a progressively lower heat exchange rate (0.2, 0.02 and 0.002 fs -1 , respectively). Each iteration was performed for 50 ps at a reduced unit temperature of 0.5 kcal (mol k B )
-1 (∼ 251 K).
Replica exchange
We used the replica exchange method to perform simulations of multiple copies of the same system in parallel at various temperatures. 33 To fully explore protein conformational space, the upper end of the temperature range should be enough to unfold the protein. At given time intervals, replicas of neighboring temperatures exchange temperature values according to a Metropolisbased stochastic algorithm. We set the temperature exchange interval as 50 ps. Exchange between replicas increases sampling efficiency in that energetic barriers can be overcome more easily, and in less time, with exposure to higher temperatures.
In the monomer species, 12 replicas were used for a simulation length of 100 ns at temperatures of 0. It is important to note that the temperatures used in MD simulations, including DMD simulations, often do not equate directly with physical temperatures. For example, the calculated melting temperature of wild type SOD1 dimer is different from the experimentally measured value of 93°C (366 K). 49 However, the simulations can be used to evaluate the relative changes in temperature, which are relevant to our studies.
Replica trajectories were combined for the analysis of folding thermodynamics using the weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM). 34 It is important to have sufficient sampling of the energetic sates in thermodynamics calculations. To test our sampling, we split our simulation trajectories in half and compared the distribution of energies for the two halves. We obtained similar results for both halves and concluded that sampling was sufficient to reach equilibrium.
WHAM analysis of C V
We used the MMTSB tool 50 for WHAM analysis of the replica exchange simulations. WHAM computes the density of states by combining histograms from overlapping simulation trajectories. Given the density of states ρ(E), the folding specific heat at constant volume, C V , is computed at various temperatures according to the partition function:
where E is the potential energy.
Identification of states
We calculate specific heat according to temperature using WHAM. 34 We calculate potential energy distributions over each simulation using intermediate temperatures (275-325 K) so as not to introduce structural aberrations in representative structures from low-and high-temperature conditions. Contributions from internal potential energy of the modification molecules are minimal in comparison to the potential energy of the system; therefore, no adjustment is needed for comparisons of potential energy between modification systems. We fit each energy distribution with a trimodal Gaussian, corresponding to the three lowest energy peaks and/or shoulders in the distribution, and identify the energy of each state as the mean of its respective Gaussian function. Because the individual Gaussian functions corresponding to each state overlap significantly, and deconvolution with respect to individual structures is not possible, we identify representative structures by clustering structures whose energies fall within 1 kcal mol -1 around the mean of the respective Gaussian by RMSD using the OC suite ‡. Structures with energies in this range have a higher probability of belonging to the energetic state of interest than of being a member of the tail of one of the other states. We choose RMSD cutoffs for clustering as the global maximum in a histogram of pairwise RMSDs of all structures clustered. We choose the centroid of the largest cluster as the representative structure for each state. The largest cluster is in all cases at least four times the weight of the next-largest cluster.
Measurement of angle between monomers
We define the radial axis vector for each monomer by creating vectors along each β-strand making up the approximately cylindrical β-barrel, and averaging over the components. We define all β-strand vectors to have the same directionality sign, and we length-normalize the vectors before averaging. The representative vector therefore has the three-dimensional average direction of all β-strand vectors in each monomer. In order for these calculations to be meaningful, structures must be both folded and associated. In order to eliminate structures with monomer unfolding, for each simulation snapshot (snapshots recorded every 5 ps) we calculate the aligned RMSD (Kabsch RMSD, 51 KRMSD) between the β-barrel alpha carbons of each monomer of the initial wild typelike structure (see Modeling of modified SOD1 above) and those of the corresponding monomer of the structural snapshot. We impose a KRMSD cutoff of 4 Å, which we choose on the basis of the distribution of KRMSD values from all snapshots of all simulated species. To eliminate dissociated structures, we measure the distance between the centers of mass of the two monomers, which are calculated on the basis of the alpha carbons in the β-barrels. We impose a cutoff of 35 Å, which we choose in the same manner as the cutoff for KRMSD. We retain those structures of each species that meet the criteria for both folded and associated, and measure the angle between the vectors characterizing the two monomers. The angle between the two vectors v 1 and v 2 is calculated as:
Interface contact maps
We define two residues as being in contact in the dimer interface if the two alpha carbons are within 10 Å of each other. At each simulation snapshot, we evaluate contacts between the two monomeric chains. The count between every pair of residues is normalized for the total number of simulation snapshots.
Modification hit maps
We define a molecule as being in contact with a residue or another molecule if any heavy atom in the molecule is within 4.5 Å of any heavy atom in the residue or second molecule. Contact counts are recorded and normalized essentially as described above for the interface contact maps.
